
The ARICA RESEARCH GROUP is
a radical research and educational
organization committed to
promoting a more informed concern
with t and protest against the
role the US plays in the
domination of Africa. By devel
oping and publislling research
about Africa the ARG seeks to
illustrate the international
dimensions of racism and the nee~

for fusing an anti-imperialist
struggle with an anti- racist
one.

Towards this end, the ARG
publishes a regular column of
ne\vS and analysis wh.ich is
carried in the Guardian ) the
Liberat ion t~e,.ls Service, and
publications in Europe and Africa.
Based in Cambridge , Mass. , the
ARG has members working in several
cities and maintains representatives
in Europe and Africa.

The ARG has a very modest budget.
It is financed by individual
contributions, occasional grants from
churches and other sympathetic
organizations. It receives no
support from government agencies,
US corporations or their foundations.
W~ welcome your help.

" As we see it, neo- colonialism

(which we may call rationalized

Imperialism) is more a

defeat for the intenlational

working class than for the

colonized peoples. Neo

colonialism is at work on two

fron ts ••• "

-- Amilcar Cabral, Leader
of revolutionary peoples of
"Portuguese " Guinea and the
Cape Verde Islands( PAIGe)
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8. American Imperialism and Southern
Africa. by Burnett and Lagassick.

Available Soon

Forthcoming
The Other Side of the Nigerian War
by ARG,on the origins and implications
of the civil wart book length.

ARC Reprint Series

7. Social Classes and Political
Struggle in Africa, by R. Ledda

6. Ghana: Its Lessons for Africa,
two articles by Roger Murray, and
Ghana, End of an Illusion , by
Bob Fitch and Mary Oppenheim~r

( M.R. Press, $1.95).

5. Imperialism Self Defined, talks
at the African- American Chamber
of Commerce.

4. The CIA as an Equal Opportunity
Employer , from Ramparts, June 1969.

1. The. Struggle in inea
by Amilcar Cabral. 25¢
2. Class Struggle in Africa~

by Samir Amin. 25¢
3. The Powers Behind Apartheid
by G. Fasulo. 25¢

Distributed by ARG
Methodology Guide: Ho~v to Resear.ch Imperic.lism , by NACLA (25¢).

The. University- :Military Complex ~ by 1·1. J'lare, NACLA ($1).
Eth10pia: Study of Repressi n(10~).

LITERATLfRE AV..~ILt'\ ~LE 1-HROUGH "IRE i\I'RICA RESEARCH GROUP

2. Armed Struggle in Southern
frica(lO¢) • A collection

·of interviews with leaders
of liberation movements.

5. Radical Study Guide to Africa
(25¢). An annotated bibliography.

3. Tale of a Guerrilla Fighter
(lO¢). A smuggled description
of the process of armed struggle
in Southern Africa. From
Ramparts.

4. David and Goliath Collaborate
in Africa(lO¢). A study of
how the US and Israel work
together to build neo
colonialism. From Leviathan.

6. How Harvard Rules($l) Published
in collaboration with The
Old Mole • A detailed and analytic
study of Harvard University
and its services to imperial-
ism. Includes revealing docu
ments liberated by students
during Harvard strike and
building occupation of 1969.
Widely considered among the
best of the university power
studies.

1. African Studies In America-
The Extended Family(50¢) A
"tribal" analysis and critique
of US African scholars: who
they are and why to fight them.
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